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What kind of socio-spatial formation is produced as a result of tourism development that is initiated 
by the inux of capital investment? Although there has been proliferating research on the social changes 
that occur in a tourist destination, theoretical analysis on the production of a touristic landscape has not 
been developed suciently. is article contributes to the theoretical understandings of tourism develop-
ment by applying the sociological and economic geographical argument developed by David Harvey and 
related thinkers. is paper specically deals with a development initiated by the surge of investment 
bubbles in non-urban places, and it argues the following points. First, social changes initiated by tourism 
development reflect the characteristics of a post-Fordism production system, which emphasises the 
production of signs and images. Each place is obliged to participate in intra-place competitions to 
recover its  ?territorial autonomy? in the absence of major industries that would provide local citizens 
with employment opportunities. Second, tourist destinations experience similar transitions as commodi-
ties. Although the development would be successful, a constant renewal of content within tourist attrac-
tions is necessary to keep attracting tourists. ird, it is possible to explain the reactions of local citizens 
by applying the concept of ?the spirit of place? Genius Loci? and ?the eye of power?. Development chang-
es local citizens? perception of a place and is subject to opposition from them. e production of a touris-
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